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1.CDL Written Test Preparation: Begin your commercial driving career
journey by preparing for the CDL written test, ensuring a solid grasp of
road rules and regulations.

2.DOT Medical Card Acquisition: Obtain a DOT Medical Card to
confirm fitness for commercial driving through a comprehensive
medical examination, meeting essential physical and mental
requirements.

3.DMV Appointment Scheduling: Efficiently schedule a DMV
appointment for the written test to obtain a learner's permit, a vital
step for further training and testing.

4.FMCSA Drug Test Initiation: Your company initiates the FMCSA pre-
employment drug test, ensuring compliance with federal regulations
and establishing a comprehensive drug testing program.

5.Training Commencement: Begin training after receiving negative
drug test results, shaping aspiring drivers into competent
professionals capable of responsibly handling road challenges.

6.ELDT Scheduling Notification: Notify Eclipse DOT when ready for
entry-level driver training (ELDT) scheduling, expediting the process
for permit holders with driving skills.

7.Skills Test Coordination: Coordinate your skills test with Eclipse DOT
to streamline the transition from training to testing, advancing toward
CDL acquisition.

8.DMV Visit Post Skills Test: After passing the skills test, visit the
DMV to obtain your CDL.

9.Celebrate: Celebrate obtaining your CDL responsibly, recognizing
your hard work, dedication, and company support in achieving this
milestone.
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Here at Eclipse DOT, it is our mission to take the complexity out of DOT compliance for
individuals and businesses. Our Entry-level Driver Training (ELDT) program is fast, on-
demand, and custom-tailored to your CDL needs–not to mention one of the most cost-
effective training programs in the industry. We offer two types of training for drivers.

On-Demand Or In-Person Training:
Our online learning system makes ELDT theory training easy and fun. Our courses are on-
demand so you can learn on your own time with current information!

Behind the Wheel Training (BTW):
Save money and time by customizing your BTW training to fit your unique business needs.
We have flexible solutions for everyone, no matter what industry you’re in. There is no
minimum hours! You’re training provider determines your driver proficiency.

ENTRY-LEVEL DRIVER TRAINING (ELDT) 

At Eclipse DOT we've developed a solution to bid farewell to the complexities of DQ file
management. Say goodbye to the paperwork pile-up and welcome the ease of having a
dedicated Customer Care professional handle all your DQ file needs.

MANAGED DRIVER QUALIFICATION (DQ) FILES

WANT TO GET STARTED?
Contact us to help you get started with driver training and learn more about how we can help

you manage your DQ files efficiently to help you save time.

Address : 7633 CR 100, Hesperus, CO 81326
Mailbox : Info@Eclipse-DOT.com+1 (970) 749-9449
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